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gibson's first outing into the life of christ involved a more historical storyline and left out any of the fantastical elements that are found in the passion of the christ. gibson's next film will follow the story of jesus' most significant moment in his life, the crucifixion. passion 2 will tell the story of jesus' death
and resurrection, which no one has ever done before. the movie will be set in the early days of jesus' ministry, and will most likely take place in jerusalem. gibson is not a religious scholar, nor a scholar of the bible. he is a man with his own beliefs and his own inspiration, and it's clear that he knows his
story. the passion of the christ is a movie that is about as shocking as anything hollywood has ever produced. in fact, it is so daring that it will probably ruin a number of people for life. but that's not the point, and there's no reason anyone should go into the theater expecting a movie that is going to shake
anyone out of their faith. the passion of the christ is a personal message movie, and that's exactly what it is. it's meant to be experienced as a statement of a personal conviction, and not as a movie to be enjoyed as entertainment. gibson has given his time and his creative talent to his belief and to a
mission, and he's never going to make a movie like this again. for more information, visit www. the passion of the christ is a personal message movie, and that's exactly what it is. it's meant to be experienced as a statement of a personal conviction, and not as a movie to be enjoyed as entertainment.
gibson has given his time and his creative talent to his belief and to a mission, and he's never going to make a movie like this again.for more information, visit www. passionofthechrist.com
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But that is not stopping fans from speculating about the story for a sequel. Ridley Scott has already joined the crowd of Christ-obsessed film fans, saying , "I never thought they'd make a second one - but I'm sure they will." It is, of course, possible to speculate how any of the original cast members -
including Jim Caviezel, Ben Barnes, Claudia Karvan and Lesley Manville - would appear in the story, as well as where they may be on the journey in it. Whether or not Caviezel, for example, would play Jesus as he did in the first movie, will depend on how Gibson, Scott, Appelbaum and Rossio decide to go
with the sequel. Additionally, he would have to sign on to the film before it is made. Not only do fans hope to see Caviezel's Jesus again, they also anticipate a different interpretation of the famous crucifixion scene. The controversy of Gibson's one-man interpretation of the Christ parable in the first movie

has swept many Bible-studying fans into a frenzy, and some have already begun to theorize about how it would work in a sequel, particularly after seeing the movie a second time. One producer said , "Casting Caviezel as Jesus in a sequel would be something for the ages. And who wouldn't want to watch it
happen again? You'd love to see it twice." However, Gibson's fans hope for more than just a second vision of Jesus, they hope to see a second vision of the Passion itself. In Passion, the story begins with the narrative framing of Jesus' life, and then ends with the same scene as the first movie as he hangs on

the cross. Of course, the first movie is the best-selling movie in history, and many viewers might assume that there was little more to the story than what they saw. But that is far from the truth. The second movie is full of other scenes that are unexplored in the story. 5ec8ef588b
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